The following Rubenstein School community members were honored at the RSENR Community Celebration and other events.

**THE HOLCOMB NATURAL RESOURCES PRIZE**
Lila Satterfield

**LOLA AIKEN AWARD IN NATURAL RESOURCES**
Sonya Buglion Gluck
Kirsti Carr
Kunal Palawat

**RUBENSTEIN COMMUNITY HAUCK AWARD**
Ava Clithero
Sage White Cloud
Haydee Miranda

**GRADUATE STUDENT AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE**
Holden Sparacino

**GRADUATE STUDENT AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP**
MS: Jacob DeBow
PhD: Marina Golivets

**GRADUATE STUDENT OUTSTANDING TEACHING ASSISTANT**
Emily Piche

**ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AWARD FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES**
Kristen Switzer

**ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING SERVICE**
Kunal Palawat

**ALAN W. MCINTOSH SCHOLARSHIP AWARD**
Anne Mullin
Sabrena Reek

**ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES OUTSTANDING GRADUATING SENIOR IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES**
Gina Fiorile

**FORESTRY**

**WILLIAM R. ADAMS FORESTRY AWARD**
Lila Satterfield

**LUTHER E. ZAI MEMORIAL AWARD**
Diana Gurvich

**THE DALE BERGDAHL SCHOLARSHIP**
Will Dunkley

**LEWIS RALPH JONES AWARD**
Jamie Waterman

**XI SIGMA PI REGIONAL SCHOLARSHIP**
Diana Gurvich

**NATURAL RESOURCES**

**NATURAL RESOURCES PROGRAM AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT**
Emily Listowich
Andrea Swan

**NATURAL RESOURCES PROGRAM AWARD FOR QUALITY STUDENT EXPERIENCE**
Sonya Buglion Gluck
Christina Samela

**PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM**

**PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD**
Colleen Tyler

**PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE QUALITY OF STUDENT EXPERIENCE**
Emily Bogan

**WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES BIOLOGY**

**WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES BIOLOGY ACHIEVEMENT AWARD**
Lucas Beck
Kirsti Carr

**FREDERICK CHU MEMORIAL PRIZE**
Nathaniel Sharp

**WILDLIFE BIO-ECOLOGY ACHIEVEMENT**
Matt Gorton
THE DEAN’S JUNIOR BOOK AWARDS

*Environmental Sciences*
- Anne Mullin

*Environmental Studies*
- Jessica NeJame

*Forestry*
- Will Dunkley

*Natural Resources*
- Cooper Hayes

*Parks, Recreation and Tourism*
- Caleb Weathers

*Wildlife and Fisheries Biology*
- Reilly Becchina

UVM MARY JEAN SIMPSON AWARD
- Sonya Buglion Gluck

UVM KIDDER MEDAL
- Kunal Palawat

UVM KATHERINE ANNE KELLY AWARD
- Adam Wechsler

PHI BETA KAPPA
- Sonya Buglion Gluck
- Suki Wilder

NEW ENGLAND OUTDOOR WRITERS ASSOCIATION AWARD
- Matt Gorton

IAN A. WORLEY AWARD
- Maya Dizack
- Kate Longfield

KATE SVITEK MEMORIAL AWARD
- Ethan Jablonow
- Laura Pinover

MARGARET CROSBY SCHOLARSHIP
- Matt Gorton
- Chris Lampart

CROWLEY FAMILY INTERNESHIP FUND AWARD
- Rachel Bowanko
- Sophia Gillies
- Zoey November

ALPHA ZETA CENTENNIAL SCHOLARSHIP FUND
- Adam Miller

ARTHUR J. AND CLAIRE HEISER EDUCATIONAL GRADUATE AWARD
- Sydney Diamond
- Hannah Lachance

CHRYSALIS GRADUATE AWARD
- Alison Adams

THOMAS J. VOTTA FUND FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AWARD
- Bonnie Reese

DEHAYES MULTICULTURAL AWARD
- Rosaura Chapina
- John Walter Keady

KATHY COOK COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP AWARD
- FROM LGBTQA CENTER
- Kunal Palawat

MOSAIC CENTER AWARDS
- Rodney S. Patterson Award
  - Cat Lawrence
- Tim Shiner Ally Award
  - Nancy Mathews

THE MARCIA CALDWELL AWARD
- Zac Ispa-Landa
- Danielle Moore

KROEPSCH-MAURICE EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AWARD
- Trish O’Kane

UVM REACH GRANT AWARD
- Eric Roy

FELLOW OF ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
- Nathan Sanders

UVM DEPARTMENT OF RISK MANAGEMENT & SAFETY LAB SAFETY PARTNER AWARD
- Ralph Tursini